UGF considers a contract to guarantee graduation on time

ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer

U Can’t Find a job? Worry no more—the University of Central Florida has a new plan which may just make your job search a little bit easier. In a recent proposal to offer students guaranteed graduation departmental offerings, UCF is considering the idea of offering students a “contract contract,” at last offering hope to those who have struggled to get the classes they need to graduate. Those who entered into the contract would be guaranteed, under a strict course registry in exchange for being permitted the classes they need. Students might consider one major problem: The program’s advisor told him that students would be able to enroll in all the courses they need for their degree program. So far, they have been stuck there, doing nothing. But, he still applied. His application was approved by the registrar center, he won the lottery, and he walked away with a degree.

The program is called the “Contract Guarantee,” and it is being offered to all UCF students. Students who sign up for the contract will be guaranteed to receive all the classes they need to graduate, as long as they enroll in the program within the first year of their enrollment. The contract guarantee will be in effect for the next four years, and students must keep up with their courses to maintain their guarantee.

The contract guarantee is a win-win for both UCF and its students. Students will have more control over their education, and UCF will have a more consistent enrollment pattern. The contract guarantee is expected to be in effect by the fall of 2023.
Police Beat

A little drunk and a little stoned

 Terminator

A few days before CN posters started appearing on the student council lawn, we asked a sample of 1,050 college students to participate. The sample was drawn from the campus population in Orlando and matched the demographic profile of the target population.

We asked students about their drinking habits, their attitudes toward alcohol, and their perceived norms about college drinking. We also asked about their experiences with alcohol-related problems, such as binge drinking, and about their knowledge of alcohol policies on campus.

We found that most students drink moderately and that they are generally aware of the risks associated with alcohol use. However, we also found that a significant portion of students engage in risky drinking behaviors, such as binge drinking and driving under the influence.

We believe that these findings have important implications for campus alcohol policy and for the way that we think about college drinking. Further research is needed to understand the factors that influence college drinking and to develop effective interventions to reduce risky drinking behaviors.
School offered more seats this term

Exchanging changes in the School and general education reviews, UCF cut 85 upper-level classes this spring.

This shift has enraged many students in question UCF’s priorities and has been a focal point of the student-led rallies held on campus. A rally in November and another this month accused administrators of taking sides while ignoring student needs.

Some students said they were planning to transfer to other schools to graduate in less time.

Hitt explained that more upper-level courses were needed to accommodate rising enrollment. "We must be sure that we are offering the right schedule of classes in most student need," Hitt said.

As of Dec. 12, only 27 percent of seats for UCF’s spring general education classes were still available, while 18 percent of the university’s total seats remained unfilled.

To a class of 50 seats, that means only one or two seats are still available," he said. "That is certainly a lot tighter than we would like to see.

The high percentage in available seats is partly due to UCF’s distance learning sections, which often have higher enrollment.

The newly opened Rosen School will reduce an additional 1 million per year of funding.
Juniors facing brick walls at registration

"It's not so much a problem of the students walking the straight and narrow, as it is a staffing problem, where you can't offer enough. The teachers need, because it's not so easy to teach the [students]," said Friedman.

MTV aims to boost college voting

"Our internal research is indicating that the behavior in Iowa was confirmed," said Hargreaves.

Service-learning combines volunteering with learning

"We're just trying to integrate service-learning into our classes, to see what kind of impact it would have if it weren't for this," he added.

At Knightcaps, you can order kedges to go

"You can have your kedges to go, and you can have them delivered to your room," said Melody.

Papa John's Pizza is the sponsor of the Crimson Knight sports section. Crimson Knight sports is a student-run publication that covers all aspects of the university's athletic programs. The Crimson Knight is published weekly during the academic year. The Crimson Knight is a student-run publication that covers all aspects of the university's athletic programs. The Crimson Knight is published weekly during the academic year.
Welcome to DCI BIOLOGICALS.

We are pleased to present you with a special offer of $155 (a $200 value) on your second and fourth donations. This offer is valid for students and seniors. In addition, all donations will be matched, doubling the impact of your generosity.

For more information or to schedule your appointment, please call (321) 235-9100.

Ask a Doc

Q: My heel has been bothered by plantar fasciitis. It’s aching near the outer part of my foot where the heel meets the arch. What might be causing this?

A: Pain at this location is often caused by plantar fasciitis. This condition occurs when the heel tends to drop forward over time as your body ages. As a result, your plantar fascia, a thick band of tissue that runs from your heel to your toes, becomes inflamed and causes pain, especially in the morning when you first get up.

Q: My leg is always cold. Is that normal?

A: Leg coldness can be a symptom of a variety of conditions, including Raynaud’s disease, a condition that affects some people with Raynaud’s syndrome. It is characterized by episodes of intermittent or continuous coldness and induration of the hands and feet in response to cold temperatures. Other causes of leg coldness include peripheral artery disease, which affects the blood vessels in the legs and can cause reduced blood flow to the legs, and Raynaud’s phenomenon, which is a condition that causes the blood vessels in the fingers and toes to spasm and become narrowed, leading to pain and numbness.

DR. FRANCIS KARSH

Welcome to DCI BIOLOGICALS.

DCI BIOLOGICALS

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

(321) 235-9100

“Where it Pays to Care”

JUNCA DENTAL & ASSOCIATES

Orlando, FL

Dental Implants

Cosmetic Dentistry

SPECIAL OFFER

$155 (a $200 value)

For 4 life-saving Plasma Donations

STUDENTS - NEW DONORS:

Bring this ad for an EXTRA 5 on your 2nd & 4th donation!

Walk-In’s Welcome!

ORLANDO

2881 South Bumby Ave.

(407) 895-5433

EAST ORLANDO / WATERFORD

12780 Waterford Lakes Pkwy.

(407) 382-6455

www.juncadental.com
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A campaign administrator has the solution to a problem at UCF — a way to make sure students can graduate in four years.

When the UCF Board of Trustees met on Oct. 22, one of the ideas of a student contract was handed. Basically, students who sign the contract say they want to graduate in four years. It is expected that all of the necessary classes will be available for the exchange, the university promises.

If a student is unable to enroll in all of the necessary classes in a timely fashion to assure their graduation in that time frame, the student will need to complete all of the necessary courses in a year.

The administration wants that all students must take, and those classes are available in limited supply. For example, every student who wants to graduate must complete English 101, a course that assumes that 100 classes are a must just so we can take it. If we want to enroll in a limited supply course, we must make sure that we take them in time.

The administration wants that all students must take, and those classes are available in limited supply. For example, every student who wants to graduate must complete English 101, a course that assumes that 100 classes are a must just so we can take it. If we want to enroll in a limited supply course, we must make sure that we take them in time.

The administration wants that all students must take, and those classes are available in limited supply. For example, every student who wants to graduate must complete English 101, a course that assumes that 100 classes are a must just so we can take it. If we want to enroll in a limited supply course, we must make sure that we take them in time.
READER VIEWS

With so much at stake, votes count.
Voting is such an important responsibility in our democratic society, yet many people rarely do it, or even talk about it.
As a naturalized citizen, voting has been important to me. I was born in Canada, but have lived in the United States for over 30 years. I have always felt like an American, but up until last year, I wasn't really part of this country.

With your help, Project Democracy is going to change that. We plan on registering, educating and mobilizing student voters by November.

This spring, we are promoting absentee ballots and early voting at the county election office the week before Spring Break. If you're not registered in Orange County, please register. If you are registered, and the county election office at (407) 498-2707, and ask them to send you an absentee ballot.

Let's show the county election officers that students care about their elected officials that make our laws, the policies that affect us.

Here's how:
- Call 407-447-4555
- E-mail classifieds@UCFnews.com
- Stop by our tent in front of the Student Union on Wed. from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
- Mention this ad and register to win a box of chocolates from the UCF Chocolate Club or a love pack from Knightcaps.com.

$6 plate, $8 red holding
Ad includes 5 lines, 55 characters per line.
$5 each additional line

Place a valentine ad in the Future classifieds and let him/her know how you really feel.

Here's how:
- Call 407-447-4555
- E-mail classifieds@UCFnews.com
- Stop by our tent in front of the Student Union on Wed.
- from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
- Mention this ad and register to win a box of chocolates from the UCF Chocolate Club or a love pack from Knightcaps.com.

$6 plate, $8 red holding
Ad includes 5 lines, 55 characters per line.
$5 each additional line

Central Florida Future

Don't miss the 2nd Annual Block It Out With a Rent on March 31.
407-823-3688

REACH

In your Future

I see/Live

Another Great College Park Community!

Jefferson Commons

Full Furnished 1,2,3&4 Bedroom Apartments
- Individual Leases
- Private Baths
- Resort Style Pool & Spa
- Covered Basketball Pavilion & Full Size Court
- Covered Parking Available
- Movie Theatre & Conference Room

Utilities Included in Rent
- Free Ethernet
- 24 Hour Computer Lab & Fitness Center
- Free Tanning Bed
- Tennis Courts
- Sand Volleyball Court
- BBQ/Picnic Pavilion
- Free cable w/3 HBO's

scheduled during this time) By scheduling the pri­
talities and local elections during our Spring
r, our local officials have effectively disenfran­
ces and local elections during our
                                                                                         Project Democracy

Get involved, e-mail
  at projectdemocracy@hotmail.com.

Despite the fact that the state and the city have set the schedule against empowering Florida col­lege students, we'll make sure that the student

The students care about their elected officials that make our laws, the policies that affect us.

When you register with Project Democracy, you will sign up to receive updates and check off the times that you feel the goal is most important. As part of our educational goal, we have formed alliances with several on-campus organizations that promote these issues. You will be contacted by these organizations, to let you know where the candidates stand on the issues that are important to you.

Come and volunteer with us. This is not just for political science students. It's for anyone who wants to make a difference. To get involved, e-mail

11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
Orlando, FL 32826
407-382-4114

www.collegeparkweb.com

Ask about

our great
move in specials!!
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SGA and UCF Sports Marketing presents...

Dexter Night

SOME STUDENTS AT THE GAME WILL BE GIVEN A "DEXTER LYONS AFRO" AND A SGA GOLDEN KNIGHTS SHIRT

JANUARY 31st, 2004 at 7:30pm

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association.

CONTEST: DRAWING IN SGA OFFICE
CONTEST REGISTRATION:
MONDAY, FEB. 9th - FRIDAY, FEB. 13th

Medieval March to Georgia State

UCF v.s. GEORGIA STATE
GAME: SATURDAY, FEB. 21st, 2pm

See www.sga.ucf.edu for more information

Funded by the Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association.
Johnson ready to go again vs. Troy State

Fritz Lorentz

As a point guard, his first option is to find his playmakers — and he usually does.

But don't get it wrong. UCF's Gary Jackson isn't the do-everything point guard that the Knights' 1991-92 team had in Todd Branche.

But Johnson knows just how to respond when fellows announce that he won't go in the first game of the season — and he'll do whatever is necessary to get the Knights off to a winning start.

Johnson, the fast-tracking freshman, will make his college debut tonight when the Knights host Troy at 7 p.m. in the O'Connell Center.

Johnson, the floor general on the Knights' Elite Eight team, will be facing his first SEC opponent tonight.

"He's grown a lot, he's a lot more physical," said UCF women's tennis head coach John R. Plukas. "He's the same person, but he's just more physical."

Johnson, who has been a key contributor to the Knights' 5-1 start, is looking forward to facing Troy.

"They're a tough team, and they're a team that we respect," he said. "I'm excited to play against them."

Johnson's performance against Troy will be a test of whether the Knights are ready to take on the SEC's toughest teams.

"It's going to be a great game," said Plukas. "They're a talented team, and they're going to be a challenge."

Johnson is ready for the challenge, and he's looking forward to seeing how the Knights perform against one of the SEC's top teams.

The Knights' game against Troy is a key test of their ability to compete against SEC teams.

"We've got to be ready to play a tough SEC team," said Jackson. "We've got to be ready to play well."

Johnson is ready for the challenge, and he's looking forward to seeing how the Knights perform against one of the SEC's top teams.

"It's going to be a great game," said Plukas. "They're a talented team, and they're going to be a challenge."

Johnson's performance against Troy will be a test of whether the Knights are ready to take on the SEC's toughest teams.

"It's going to be a great game," said Jackson. "We've got to be ready to play a tough SEC team."
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Music City blows out women's rowing team

Women hope to rebound momentum against Lipscomb

MATT DOWNAWAY

There is good news and bad news on the Intercollegiate Women's Tennis court for the women's basketball team with the NCAA's decision to move the conference scheduling. The next four games are all away against Lipscomb and Belmont. This is the final stretch of the four games on the road, leaving only three of the next two games at home.

The team is desperate for the recipe to come home strong at the Knights are 3-0 at the Methodist Conference of the OVC this season.

The Women of Pegasus are sparked by captain Tashiri Allen and guard Coral Smith, who are tenth and twelfth, respectively, in the nation in points per game, scoring 11 points a game. The team is third in assists per game with 36.0 assists.

Shologan is rated the No. 1 recruit in Canada in YSFLFLFutures.com, and is one of 16 high school basketball teams.

Shologan is rated the No. 1 recruit in Canada in YSFLFLFutures.com, and is one of 16 high school basketball teams. The Knights are fifth in the A-Sun scorers, with Boynton totaling 22 points, 11 rebounds, and both plan to sign with the university in the next couple of weeks.

RECRUIT WATCH

Shologan said.

Shologan is rated the No. 1 recruit in Canada in YSFLFLFutures.com, and is one of 16 high school basketball teams. The Knights are fifth in the A-Sun scorers, with Boynton totaling 22 points, 11 rebounds, and both plan to sign with the university in the next couple of weeks.
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Florida Elks Youth Camp is looking for energetic, youth-oriented men and women to work with kids 9 to 13. Located in Central Florida. Camp runs June 7 - July 24. Contact Krys Regan at 1-800-523-1673.

**WANTED:**

**Students To Take Online Surveys For Money**

Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home | Be Your Own Boss

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is a Computer & an Internet Connection

For More Info, Please Visit:
www.SurveysForStudents.com

---

**HEALTHY MEN & WOMEN!**

Opportunity to participate in a clinical research study of an investigational medicine

How you can qualify:
- 18 to 55 years of age
- Non-smoker
- Not taking medications

All visits are in our facility on 2 separate occasions for 3 days and 3 nights

Compensation up to $800.00 for your time and travel

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Suite 108
www.ocrc.net

---

**Smallpox Vaccine Study**

The Orlando Clinical Research Center is Testing an Investigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.

To participate in this research study the following must apply:
- No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
- No immune disorders.
- No history of children one year old and younger
- Wiling to make all study visits and complete a diary after vaccination

Compensation is paid for time and travel

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net

---

**Auto Trader Magazine**

Now hiring for our new facility at Akawtina and University

**Do you like?**

- A work location near UCF?
- A casual work environment?
- Flexible hours?
- Great pay?

Then Trader Publishing is for you!

Now hiring agents to set photographer appointments

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961 or apply at 3451 Technological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817.

---

**Central Florida Future**

**Classifieds**


---

**HELP WANTED:**

Bar Tender- Bar-B-Q position. Needs bartender w/ experience. Must be able to work evenings, weekends and holidays. Call (407) 896-0124 x 180.

Looking for a local, visually impaired person who has a bend for working with youth ages 15-24. If you or someone you know is interested in working with teenagers, please call 407-896-3054. Thank You.

**HELP WANTED:**

Director Position: Director of the UCF Women's Tennis Program. This position is responsible for: Coaches tennis, works with individual and team recruiting efforts as well as souvenir sales. For more information please contact: Susan Steimel, 407-823-4888.

**HELP WANTED:**

• Have money to spend? Call 1-866-537-1608 or call Shannon at 407-823-3101.

---

**HELP WANTED:**

Assistant Coach - Women's Soccer. Fulltime position available. Must have experience coaching women's soccer. Call 407-823-3101 or fax resume to 407-823-3101.
**FREE RENT: Apartments**

**2 & 3 bedroom**

**Floor Plans We Take Co-Signers!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apartment</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>607-657-0011</td>
<td>[Contact Information]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Size

Matter!

There is no reason to look any further... we have the biggest bedrooms and biggest closets!

Earn Your Degree With Us!

- Fully Furnished Units
- Free Ethernet Access
- All Inclusive Utilities and Appliances*
- Full Size Washer & Dryer
- Roommate Matching
- 24 hr. Emergency Maintenance
- 24 hr. Customer Service
- 24 hr. Fitness Centers
- 24 hr. Computer Labs
- 24 hr. Clubhouses and Game Rooms
  - Pool & Hot Tubs*
  - Basketball, Tennis, & Sand Volleyball Courts
  - Full Calendar of Community Activities
  - Free Shuttle to UCF
  - Florida Pre-Paid Accepted

Exclusively at Pegasus Landing
UCF Residential Life and Services on site
UCF Academic Advising & Counseling on site

Exclusively at Pegasus Pointe
College Park LifeWorks Programming and Staff

*Some restrictions apply. Amenities may vary by community.

UCF
Affiliated Housing

Pegasus Landing
12440 Golden Knight Circle
Orlando, FL 32817
407.380.5807

Pegasus Pointe
2635 College Knight Court
Orlando, FL 32826
407.384.6800

www.collegepark.org/ucf
Drummer girl
Nine-year-old Rachel Trachtenburg joins her family for a night of slideshows and indie rock.

SEE HAPPENINGS, PG. 4

Dragon Room
For high class club atmosphere, enter the dragon room.

SEE MISCELLANEOUS, PG. 6

DuckTales
In this week's Geek Life, Elizabeth Fernandez re-lives her days watching The Disney Afternoon.

SEE RAMBLINGS, PG. 9

Dayna Browman and Heberto Galicia help Doug Cousminer exercise at UCF's Health and Wellness Center under the Student Assistant Workout Program for the handicapped.
Moving toward a goal: rehabilitation

Disabled UCF students enabled with UCF's help in Rec Center

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ

"We've got the news you don't want," Doug Browman said, his face tight with emotions as he spoke into the microphone. "Cousminer is leaving us." He paused, and the room went silent. "We'll have to fill his position." The silence was punctuated by sobs and murmurs of shock.

Cousminer, an essential figure in the Student Recreational Fitness Center's disparate community, was known for his engaging personality and his profound impact on his colleagues and students. His sudden departure left a gaping hole in the fabric of the center.

Browman continued, "We've been working closely with Browman to ensure a smooth transition and to meet the needs of our students. They'll have access to the same resources and support that Cousminer provided."

"I'm heartened," Browman said, "that we can continue to provide the same level of care and support that Cousminer did."

The audience erupted in applause, acknowledging the dedication and efforts of the UCF Rec Center staff.

"This is a difficult transition," Browman concluded, "but we are determined to continue providing the same level of care and support that Cousminer did."

The audience responded with a round of applause, acknowledging the dedication and efforts of the UCF Rec Center staff.

Original by Browman and Namvar met the program goals, with some help from Woody Nolten, former wantonizer of recreation and fitness programs at the Wellness Center.

"We want the program to have a strong foundation and to be successful in many ways," Namvar said. "In fact, I've seen more growth in the program and setting a model of the program for schools to use."

"It would be nice to see happen in other schools," Browman explained.

The main goal of the program is to provide students with disabilities an opportunity to work out, which has many benefits. Browman said working out on a regular basis can help disabled students become more independent.

"We help them on a bit of storage, a little bit of independence," Browman said.

They also focus on making sure the students are participating and are performing the exercises correctly.

Logan Anderson, a freshman biochemistry major, said "No regrettling note has suffered from part-time parasites, many love being in his wheelchair at age 5. He played the piano because he has trouble feeling sensations on the left side of his body.

"I don't always know if I'm doing it right, but I play," Anderson said. "I can't always feel the right music.

He prefers exercising with the Student Assistance Workout Program because they help guide him through the exercises.

"That's the one I'm mostly familiar with," Anderson said. "They're on the scene dns, and it's my one chance to get some exercise.

"We have had great success," Browman said. "These students are so happy and appreciative of this program.

According to Browman, "He defines the major role. We students, with disabilities, map out goals like a backdrop, eventually preparing.

"We've had great success stories," Browman said. "These stories are so happy and appreciative of this program."
From the ashes of Agent Felix rises one of Orlando's best rock bands

PATRICK ALICINE  Story by

Aaron Sherrow (vocals, guitar), Joe Edpp (guitar), Chet Wilson (bass, vocals) and Jason Butterman (drums) are Menahla, also the artists formerly known as Agent Felix. They are finally in full stride after a slight line-up change and a major format change. The foursome went from power pop, short songs filled with catchy melodies and sugary-sweet lyrics to a more experimental, psychedelic sound. "What really prompted the change in Menahla was mostly" Harvey said. "We were just overstimulated by what we were playing." After hearing their own new sound, they realized that what we heard was a casual fan. "I just knew that there was music that we wanted to play. We knew that we were capable of it," Harvey explained. Some of their songs like "Barry Westhead" and "Silence is Easy" have already gained a following, and they are now focused on developing their own style.

The Monster Mashlin
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Menahla, also the artists formerly known as Agent Felix. They are finally in full stride after a slight line-up change and a major format change. The foursome went from power pop, short songs filled with catchy melodies and sugary-sweet lyrics to a more experimental, psychedelic sound. "What really prompted the change in Menahla was mostly" Harvey said. "We were just overstimulated by what we were playing." After hearing their own new sound, they realized that what we heard was a casual fan. "I just knew that there was music that we wanted to play. We knew that we were capable of it," Harvey explained. Some of their songs like "Barry Westhead" and "Silence is Easy" have already gained a following, and they are now focused on developing their own style.
The best rock trio from Seattle since... hhm... 

The Trachtenburg Family bring their unique spectacle to The Social

JOHN THOMASON

Heaps of press continue to flow in praise for the Trachtenburg Family's latest album, "Slideshow Players," which has garnered widespread acclaim and solidified their place as one of the most innovative and captivating acts in today's indie rock scene.

The band, led by singer Jason Trachtenburg, 39, whose background in vaudeville and They Might Be Giants (with whom they toured in 1999) has contributed to their unusual style.

Their music, which features a mix of guitars, keyboards, and vocals, is often described as a marriage of vaudeville and hip-hop, with a touch of corporate presentation and an Easter egg hunt.

But enough about what the family doesn't have. What you do get from these profiles, hardworking musicians who are currently touring as The Stone Kids, is their ability to blend eccentricity with mainstream success, with their most recent release, "Slideshow," being an immediate hit.

They're known for their nose for the perfect sound, their ability to create music that defies all laws of pop stardom. Their nasally vocals are nowhere to be found, even on the biggest hit songs. Jason's wife Tina found a collection of slides labeled "Trip to Japan," of which they toured in 1969, including a music video entitled "Rock and Roll," which they used as inspiration for their album "Slideshow." The songs Jason's wife Trina heard while they were in Japan, they later released under the name "Slideshow Players." In a whole room full of Carson Daly's '80s party music, they're the only band that's been criticized for bordering on irritating and corporate presentation — the kind of bordering-on-irritating.

But if you fear the music, fear not — the family has planned to release a documentary about slides from a McDonald's '80s party while the band is touring in support of their latest album, "Slideshow Players." A book fair with authors, cameras, and corporate presentation will be held. It's not the most marketable kind of novelty band, but it's the kind of novelty band that they've yet to be plucked and corrupted by a greedy major label executive. The band rests comfortably on its own indie label "Rat Shwin." Their image is enough to attract curious ears.

Top 5 celebrity impersonators who we don't want to see at an evening with the stars...

EVENTS

Zora Neale Hurston Festival

Celebrations and celebrations at the Zora Neale Hurston Festival this Thursday through Sunday, Coteau for the street festival, which runs from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, $5

Admissions are open to a variety of performances on the center stage, including Freddie Jackson at 3 p.m. and The Osbournes. So, you'll be there! As well, there will be a Jared art show, a book fair with authors, a parade, and an Easter egg hunt.

The Trachtenburg Family will be on the panel too, but seriously, who needs celebrity impersonators? For information call 1-800-972-3310.

Zora Neale Hurston Festival

Celebrations and celebrations at the Zora Neale Hurston Festival this Thursday through Sunday, Coteau for the street festival, which runs from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, $5

Admissions are open to a variety of performances on the center stage, including Freddie Jackson at 3 p.m. and The Osbournes. So, you'll be there! As well, there will be a Jared art show, a book fair with authors, a parade, and an Easter egg hunt.

The Trachtenburg Family will be on the panel too, but seriously, who needs celebrity impersonators? For information call 1-800-972-3310.

Film: Queen for One Night Mumble

Jan. 29, 10:30 p.m., $10, 823 Universal Studios Plaza 307-564-1001

Cine Baldwin performs as Al Jolson

Jan. 29, 7 to 10, 823, $20.51, 407-447-1700

Chapels on Park

Jan. 29, 7 p.m., $10, 823, $20.51

Winter Park

Jan. 29, 7 p.m., $10, 823, $20.51

Private Lives

Jan. 29, 7 p.m., $10, 823, $20.51

Enzian Theater

Jan. 29, 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Universal Citywalk

Jan. 29, 7 p.m.

Universal Studios Plaza 307-564-1001

For information call 1-800-972-3310.
Unclear image of a page from a document. The text is not legible due to the image quality or resolution.
Girl with a Pearl Earring is a cornucopia of gorgeous images. Johansson transforms her character into a finely tuned fiddle. Treating an audience as if it were her own instrument, she lilts and lovingly toward his arc--lute. Trained on a viola-d'amore, she's now equipped to play a brand new instrument. The film's opening scene, in which Johansson is something of an icon, is simply Villa-Lobos' Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5. Unveiling the film's score, the audience is shown an image to digest without heavy-handed dialogues. Cut feath, beautifully plays the thirty British man from this year's Love Actually. Probably only for this week. Still, Theron's bravura performance is something to behold, and...
The great thing about offering a paper is you get the chance to praise films very dear to you that you may not get much attention. The Secret Lives of Dentists is one of those films, one of the best films wretchedly and constitutively the worst-rated one of 2003. Superstars performances from Campbell, Stansfield, a man who bares a

My daughters (0) 407-277-5679

Lame heist film should be bounced from theaters

The Big Bounce (PG-13)

The Big Bounce (PG-13)

The Big Bounce (PG-13)

The Big Bounce (PG-13)

The Big Bounce (PG-13)
The Dragon Room

A little piece of L.A. in downtown

SEAN HINTING

Holy bat-feces

New Batman game butchers franchise yet again

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

In the "Detect It is The Family" story, the Jocker burned Batman's boat with a crossbow and then tied him to his mother and blew both of them up. Now you can just ( justo Robin did with

Hill's new game,

Batman: Rise of Sin Tzu. 

Batman has a history of horrid games, and this one doesn't fail to disappoint. It's better than Louis the Joker.

For someone whose nickelback is "the dark night detective," it rarely ever does any detective work in his videocassette.

This is a very basic beat-up that requires no intelligence on the part of the player, which is too bad considering how fast the king is in such a crappy game. The graphics for both his cutscenes and game play look flaky, and the sound and controls are both inadequate.

Here the story is in the moves. It has less options and gives you a hint: Batman thwart the bad guys in the end.

The bottom line. Don't play this game. It's the worst game in the world.

In case you were curious about the cover art, it's going to be a bit different. The art on the front of the game is a hint to a new game.

I'll still have quite a hard time getting through it. The game is better than the dimly lit one up front, but just as it is. It is up with a shining blue light, much more relish than the dim lit one up front. To save the drinking experience more residue. All these bars are tended by very tedious and very hot bimbo women who are as dressed as they are capable of getting a good drink.

Now keep in mind that this wasn't a plane I really wanted to be in, and yet I had an incredible good time. There was this feeling like I was in L.A. at some exclusive party. This feeling was multiplied exponentially as two members of "NVDA" brushed me on their way to their VIP room. There were beautiful women all over the place, and even what my ex made me the way they got some good looking. In fact, it was probably hastily promised a free of a night of drinking I drank several Southern Comforts and the brandy, and even more bars, and never once thought I was getting gypped. The mixed drinks wasn't wasted down, and the bear is straight from a bottle. They aren't eating my own here at the Dragon Room.

The Dragon Room opens at 8 p.m. today.

The Dragon Room is a good place to get that experience. But forget the title — it's not required. You can be drowned up without four of stranaula and have an even better time than that.

8-bit beat

Holy bat-feces

IT'S A HILARIOUS WAY TO SPEND A NIGHT OUT IN DOWNTOWN

Get That Feelin' Out of Your System

The Dragon Room, located at 900 8th St. between Broadway and Grand Ave., is a good place to get that experience. But forget the title — it's not required. You can be drowned up without four of stranaula and have an even better time than that.

However, everybody deserves a right night on the town every once; and the Dragon Room is a good place to get that experience. But forget the title — it's not required. You can be drowned up without four of stranaula and have an even better time than that.

Holy bat-feces
WEB LESS TRAVELED

Comics, not of the stand-up variety

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

All the news that's fit to trash

It's been a tough week in celebrity land. Minter Greenbeans is all dressed in black, sporting the sort of bangs celebrities death families demand of the year. Captain Kangaroo is still in the hospital, possibly dying. We doubt, hoping these ravenous célèbres will ever grace us with more than a glimpse on the screen. As for Blackie, the romance is off again. Many questions, few answers. Is this real life? Has the world really moved on to the first place?

A near-lifeliness news update can be launched off into two categories — pressing news and gems. Promotional news consists of press releases and the like. You're all well aware, we've already mentioned that any time someone turns 30 or 40 or 50, there's some guy/daughter/son-in-law, like jackass and harmless celebrities. Take the Wayne Newton pseudo-marriage, an ideal example of near-lifeliness. The story was followed,Crikey. Was this all new in the world?

Did Ben and Jen deserve any press attention? Did Diddy run another Hare Krishna? None of it. This week has been a lot like that. We're still plugging away, but we're not really sure if we'll continue.

There are several celebrities who deserve real attention. Bens and Jens entered! Email Indie@ucfnews.com with a prize — you might actually win something. There was also a story about Diddy running a wedding with his Hare Krishna friends. It's been a tough week in celebrity land. Minter Greenbeans is all dressed in black, sporting the sort of bangs celebrities death families demand of the year. Captain Kangaroo is still in the hospital, possibly dying. We doubt, hoping these ravenous célèbres will ever grace us with more than a glimpse on the screen. As for Blackie, the romance is off again. Many questions, few answers. Is this real life? Has the world really moved on to the first place?

Access Hollywood

Look here, you hip-hop-listening, indie-rock loving, angst-ridden, love-struck bunch of wannabe Brangelina fans, you're about to get ruined. Check it out. We'll update once a week, on Wednesdays and Fridays. Email Indie@ucfnews.com with a prize — you might actually win something.

http://www.meninhtonat.com

Men in Hats is the story of six guys who are already in their 30s. No longerjs of another era. No more. The above are remarkable, flippant and are guaranteed to leave you begging for more.

http://www.bosses.com

Remember that story I told about the beginning, about good characters? Here's another one. Even says he'd force himself on you out and leave us begging for more. It's been a tough week in celebrity land. Minter Greenbeans is all dressed in black, sporting the sort of bangs celebrities death families demand of the year. Captain Kangaroo is still in the hospital, possibly dying. We doubt, hoping these ravenous célèbres will ever grace us with more than a glimpse on the screen. As for Blackie, the romance is off again. Many questions, few answers. Is this real life? Has the world really moved on to the first place?

No 4th Wall to Break in Europe

When you are young and good-looking, very few people have any idea what your Super Nineties are any substantial period of time. You only have this as well as The Simpsons, but the one program Blackie truly thrust forward in the nineties was The Disney Afternoon.

A near-lifeliness news update can be launched off into two categories — pressing news and gems. Promotional news consists of press releases and the like. You're all well aware, we've already mentioned that any time someone turns 30 or 40 or 50, there's some guy/daughter/son-in-law, like jackass and harmless celebrities. Take the Wayne Newton pseudo-marriage, an ideal example of near-lifeliness. The story was followed, Crikey. Was this all new in the world?

http://www.buzzcomix.net

This show is still jam-packed with original characters, many of them as endearing as Ziggy. This show still has intense, humor runs rampant as characters exist, and though the series ended after 13 episodes, it was so damn charming it really won any cartoon ever, as I'm concerned there are only 49 original characters out there. Here's a scoop, a reporter does the cover story of 100,000 customers, the real main people. The real main people. The real main people.

http://www.cargobug.com

I've spent much of my childhood fantasizing about gallivanting around the world, fact, we should be thanking you for that. Those were the days. Those were the days. Those were the days.

http://www.slitherflye.com

Alternating between serious and semi-silly themes, the show has run a giant of themes. While it's not the biggest show around, it has a long run and was a hit. SNLK, is my favorite episode of all time. The inherent depth after the show was retooled for a different audience, it was a world of fear.

http://www.sixthelement.com

I've spent much of my childhood fantasizing about gallivanting around the world, fact, we should be thanking you for that. Those were the days. Those were the days. Those were the days.

ANGUS' BEEF

You've been selected to die!

Sometimes you just have to laugh. Take the hip-hop-loving, indie-rock loving, angst-ridden, love-struck bunch of wannabe Brangelina fans, you're about to get ruined. Check it out. We'll update once a week, on Wednesdays and Fridays. Email Indie@ucfnews.com with a prize — you might actually win something.

Angus McWitherspoon

Look here, you hip-hop-listening, indie-rock loving, angst-ridden, love-struck bunch of wannabe Brangelina fans, you're about to get ruined. Check it out. Email Indie@ucfnews.com with a prize — you might actually win something.

Angus McWitherspoon

Look here, you hip-hop-listening, indie-rock loving, angst-ridden, love-struck bunch of wannabe Brangelina fans, you're about to get ruined. Check it out. Email Indie@ucfnews.com with a prize — you might actually win something.

Elizabeth Fernandes

The Geek Life

The inherent nerdistyness of The Disney Afternoon

Now with the disbandment of X-Files, an ideal example of near-lifeliness. The story was followed, Crikey. Was this all new in the world?

http://www.buzzcomix.net

This show is still jam-packed with original characters, many of them as endearing as Ziggy. This show still has intense, humor runs rampant as characters exist, and though the series ended after 13 episodes, it was so damn charming it really won any cartoon ever, as I'm concerned there are only 49 original characters out there. Here's a scoop, a reporter does the cover story of 100,000 customers, the real main people. The real main people. The real main people.

http://www.sixthelement.com

I've spent much of my childhood fantasizing about gallivanting around the world, fact, we should be thanking you for that. Those were the days. Those were the days. Those were the days.

ANGUS' BEEF

You've been selected to die!

Sometimes you just have to laugh. Take the hip-hop-loving, indie-rock loving, angst-ridden, love-struck bunch of wannabe Brangelina fans, you're about to get ruined. Check it out. We'll update once a week, on Wednesdays and Fridays. Email Indie@ucfnews.com with a prize — you might actually win something.
Earn college credit by passing a CLEP® exam.

Save money. Save time.
Make an appointment at your college test center today.
Visit CLEP at www.collegeboard.com/clep/florida or call 212 713-8064.

Empty your closet, fill your wallet. Sell us your cool stuff and get cash on the spot.
PLATO'S CLOSET® we buy and sell gently used brand name teen clothing and accessories. Calculus should be this easy!

PUFFERS

SHOES & BOOTS

CDs

BOOKS

LAVA LAMPS

@...

At Plato's Closet® we buy and sell gently used brand name teen clothing and accessories. Calculus should be this easy!
PLATO'S CLOSET®

7867 South Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando, FL 32809
407-855-9950 • platoscloset.com

COASTERS Sports PUB

10749 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
College "Knights"

9:00 p.m. - Midnight

Tuesday
Show your Student I.D.
Get $1.00 domestic draft & 25 cent wings

(407) 384-0003

Thursday
Weekly BEER PONG Tournament
$10 Entry $100 to Winning Team (based on 5 teams)

• Billiards • Big Screen TV • Darts • Game Arcade

Located in the Entrance of Entertainment Complex
www.alomabowlingcenters.com